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IMPORTANT - Read the entire instructions before proceeding. If any of 
it does not make sense or is not in your skillset, please have an 
experienced technician perform the install.  

Component list  
1 Cylinder Spacer 2 Taller Durability Pistons 
2 Base Gaskets 2 Wristpins 
2 Dowel Pins 4 Circlips 
8 Longer Cylinder Bolts 2 Ring Sets 

  

TOP END DURABILITY KIT INSTALL - POLARIS 800 CFI/HO 
Thank you for purchasing your Durability Kit from Bikeman Performance! Please refer to your Polaris service manual for all proper removal and 
installation procedures. Always have work performed by a qualified mechanic. For a list of reputable BMP dealers in your area who can perform 
such work, see our website. 

***PLEASE READ*** Circlip installation must be done 
carefully. These pistons use tight tolerances for good reasons. 
Make sure your circlips are FULLY seated into the groove 
before finishing installation. To make 100% sure the circlips are 
installed and seated all the way, measure the end gap.  
 
**CIRCLIP END GAP SHOULD BE ROUGHLY .280” WHEN 
FULLY SEATED** 

4 - Before assembling the motor; soak the wrist pins, needle 
bearings, pistons and rings in two stroke oil. Lightly coat the 
cylinder walls as well. (New needle bearings are recommended 
when building a fresh motor) 

1 - Check your cylinders for abnormal wear, cracks, and out of 
round. If any of these are present the cylinder needs to be re-
plated.  If your cylinder needs to be re-plated, send it to a 
reputable plater with a Durability piston and a copy of these 
instructions. BMP also offers cylinder re-plate services. Call or 
e-mail for pricing. 

5 - With the tapered side of the ring facing the top of the 
piston, install the bottom ring first followed by the top ring. 
Install the pistons on the rods. Install the supplied dowel pins 
before installing the cylinder spacer with a new base gasket on 
each side.  Make sure the piston rings are in the proper 
position then install the cylinder.  Install the supplied cylinder 
bolts (torque to 35ft/lbs.).  Finally, install the cylinder head 
bolts (torque to 20ft/lbs.).  Install all factory components 
removed and get ready for a more powerful/reliable motor! 

2 - Diamond hone the cylinders before installing new pistons (A 
regular stone or ball hone will not fully etch a nikasil bore). 
Measure ring end gap and cylinder to piston clearance. Ring 
end gap should be .018”-.020” and the piston to cylinder 
clearance .0065” and .007”. Ring end gap should be checked 
with a feeler gauge after the rings are inserted into the 
properly clearance cylinder. Piston to cylinder clearance should 
be measured by a professional with a dial bore gauge and 
micrometer. If more clearance is needed, diamond hone the 
cylinders to the proper clearance. We charge $50 to diamond 
hone your Monoblock cylinder. 

6 - Always premix 100:1 in your gas tank. This helps lubricate 
the intake side of the piston as the fuel injectors wash away the 
oil. CFI models: We recommend turning the oil pump up 1.5 to 
2 turns. Our website has an instructional video. 

3 - Clean the cylinders with warm, soapy water to remove all 
residue from plating and honing. Using compressed air, blow 
dry the cylinders and all bolt holes to remove any unwanted 
materials and moisture. It is your responsibility to ensure parts 
are properly prepared before installation. 

7 - We recommend heat cycling your machine on a track stand. 
Rev the motor slowly up and down until it reaches operating 
temperature of approximately 120 degrees(F). Do not exceed 
7000 RPM. Let the motor cool completely and repeat this 
process 3-4 more times. Before every ride, always let your sled 
warm up near operating temps and vary the throttle from 0 to 
3/4 for the first 3-5 miles. 

 
Disclaimer 
As defined by the Magnuson-Moss warranty Act. Do not install any performance parts or services unless you have the technical ability to properly set-up the entire machine to compensate for the installation of those parts. References in 
most of our literature to “bolt-on-parts” only indicate the parts are removable from the machine. It is not meant to imply that the parts can be installed without additional modifications. The necessary work and expertise needed to install 
different product varies. Instructions, where provided, are given to assist in installation only; they are not a substitute for mechanical experience in setting up racing vehicles. References to performance gains, reliability, ease of installation, 
etc. are bases on our and outside customer’s experiences. This is not a guarantee of similar performance in every installation. While we sell proven products, in the end it’s up to the individual to make the most of the product. Bikeman 
Performance Plus is not responsible for any personal or property damages caused by this product. 


